
Parabola from an Algebraic Perspective 
When studying parabolas, we often investigate how to transform a parabola in the form: 

y = a( x – h)2 – k  
but what about a parabola in standard form, how does each coefficient affect the graph? 

y = ax2  + bx  + c  
How does a, b, or c affect the graph? The coefficient “c” may be obvious having studied the other form of the equation and maybe 
even the coefficient “a” is transferable from the first equation but the interesting exploration is the coefficient “b”????? 
We can very quickly investigate this idea in GSP.  First, set up a quick script button so we can access your slider script easily. 
SLIDER CUSTOM TOOL 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 Open the following folders  
HelpSample Sketches & ToolsCustom Tools Sliders 

OR 
 Use your own slider tool 
GRAPHING A PARABOLA IN STANDARD FORM 

 First, create three slider bars using the, ,  custom tool “Basic 
horizontal” or your own. You will most likely need to move them 
around a bit after they are created  because they may overlap one 
another.  Also, change the middle slider label to “b” and the bottom 
slider label to “c”. 

 Next, select Plot New Function… under the Graph menu 

(CAREFUL: make certain to select PLOT New Function… and not 

just New Function… ) 

 Position the “New Function” calculator so that you can see the 
a, b, and c slider values on the sketch behind the calculator.  
Then, literally click on the measurement “a” in the sketch to 
bring up “a” on the calculator window. Finish the expression 
until your calculator window looks like   

 
Need HELP Entering the equation: After the calculator 

appears single click on the "a" measurement on the sketch and 

"a" will appear in the calculator. Now click on the  *  key on the 

calculator. Then,  single click the measurement on the script xI.  

Click on the   ^   key on the calculator and then  2   followed by 

the  + . Finish the rest of the expression in a similar fashion. 

 This will graph the parabola. Play with the sliders!!!!  Any 

conclusions (give careful attention to slider “b”)?    Can you prove it? 

Possible Extensions:  Try  graphing    dcxbay  sin , a polar graph, or other polynomial graphs. 
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